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(Under What Conditions) Do Politicians Reward Their Supporters?
Evidence from Kenya’s Constituencies Development Fund
J. ANDREW HARRIS New York University Abu Dhabi

DANIEL N. POSNER University of California, Los Angeles

Weleverage innovative spatial modeling techniques and data on the precise geo-locations of more
than 32,000ConstituencyDevelopment Fund (CDF) projects in Kenya to test whetherMembers
of Parliament (MPs) reward their supporters. We find only weak evidence that MPs channel

projects disproportionately to areas inhabited by their political allies, once we control for other factors that
affect where projects are placed, such as population density, poverty rates, ethnic demographics, and
distance to paved roads. Notwithstanding this result, we find evidence for cross-constituency variation in
political targeting, driven in large part by the spatial segregationof theMP’s supporters andopponents.Our
findings challenge the conventional wisdom about the centrality of clientelistic transfers in Africa and
underscore how local conditions generate particular incentives andopportunities for the strategic allocation
of political goods.We also highlight the benefits and challenges of analyzing allocations at the project level
rather than aggregated to the administrative unit.

Political scientists have long debated the strategies
that politicians pursue as they allocate the
resources they control. Is their objective to

reward their political supporters or their coethnics
(Bates1983;CoxandMcCubbins 1986;Posner2005)? Is
it to induce people who did not support them in the past
(or who did not vote at all in the last election) to support
them in the future (Lindbeck andWeibull 1987; Nichter
2008)?Or is their goal simply to help the largest number
ofpeopleor thosewith thegreatestneeds?Adjudicating
among these different strategies is challenging, both
because of the difficulty in identifying precisely who is
targeted by the transfers and because individual poli-
ticians rarely have full discretion over resource dis-
tribution. In this article, we leverage data from a policy
innovation in Kenya, the Constituencies Development
Fund (CDF), which permits us to circumvent these
challenges and provides a clean and unambiguous test
of the first of these hypotheses: that politicians reward
their supporters.

Since its inception in 2003,Kenya’sCDFprogramhas
providedMembersofParliament (MPs)withmillions of
dollars of funding to build development projects in their
constituencies.WestudyhowMPsallocated these funds

during the program’s first five years—a period when
MPs had nearly complete discretion over where to
locate the projects they funded with CDF resources.1

Weexploit auniquedataset on theprecisegeo-locations
of all CDF projects initiated between the start of the
program and 2007, when the then-incumbent MPs ran
for re-election. To explain the allocation patterns we
observe, we combine these data with voting returns
from more than 14,000 polling stations in the 2002
parliamentary elections as well as highly disaggregated
data on population density, the location of roads,
poverty rates, and ethnic demographics. We then use
spatial modeling techniques to examine the placement
of projects within each constituency as a function of
these independent variables, generating estimates
of the relationship between project location and levels
of political support (aswell as eachof theseother factors)
in 196 different constituencies.2 Taken together, these
data and methods put us in a unique position to learn
how MPs allocate the resources at their disposal and
how the strategies they pursue vary with the local
conditions they face.

We find evidence that Kenyan MPs do not, in fact,
favor their supporters in the distribution of CDF
projects as strongly or as universally as the literature
would lead us to expect. This is because, aswe find,MPs
also consider other factors when they decide where to
place CDF projects: the number of people living in the
area in question, the area’s distance from a paved road,
the local poverty rate, the proportion of coethnics in the
area, and the location’s proximity to their own village.
We show that once we control for these other deter-
minants of project placement, the effect of political
support diminishes. Equally important, we find that the
tendency for MPs to channel CDF projects to their
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1 This discretion was reduced in 2013 with the passage of an amended
Constituencies Development Fund Act (Ndii 2014). However, the
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data on either CDF projects or the results of the preceding elections.
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supporters varies from constituency to constituency
depending on the MP’s affiliation with the ruling
political coalition, his margin of victory in the last
election, and, inparticular,whether theMP’s supporters
and non-supporters are spatially segregated from one
another.3 These findings challenge the conventional
wisdom that African politicians are motivated pri-
marily by a clientelistic bargain in which political
support is exchanged for public resources (Chabal and
Daloz 1999; Lindberg 2010) and underscore how such
bargains—to the extent that they do shape politicians’
behavior—vary across actors and settings.

Beyond these empirical findings, this paper makes
three broad contributions to the literature on dis-
tributive politics. First, by studying the allocation
decisions of constituency-level rather than national-
level actors, we can exploit cross-unit variation in the
associations we find between project placement and
political support. This allows us to go beyond the
question ofwhether politicians favor their supporters to
identify the conditions thatmake suchbehaviormoreor
less likely. This represents an advance over prior work
in which allocation decisions are made by a single
decision maker—the president, the ruling party, “the
government”—subject to a fixed set of conditions. Our
analysis, by contrast, explores theallocationdecisionsof
196 separate constituency-level actors, each operating
under the same set of rules and with similar resources,
but in different social, demographic, and political
environments.4 Our constituency-level approach also
has the benefit of aligning theory—which focuses on
within-district, rather than cross-district, allocations
(Cox 2009; Cox and McCubbins 1986; Dixit and Lon-
dregan 1996)—with empirical tests.

Second, the geo-coded project data we employ,
combined with the point process approach we use to
model project location decisions, represents an advance
over the common practice of aggregating outcomes and
explanatory variables to larger administrative units or
imposing an arbitrarily sized grid over the area studied
and coding the outcome of interest as present or absent
in each grid square.5 Such approaches implicitly assume
that all the inhabitants of the unit have equal access to
the resources that the unit receives, obscuring the more
localized relationship between project placement and

characteristics that may vary, sometimes quite consid-
erably,within theunits studied.While the severity of the
resulting aggregation bias will depend on both the
distribution of the relevant explanatory variables and
the sizes of the units to which the explanatory and
outcome variables are aggregated—with analyses done
at lower levels of aggregation presenting less of a
problem than analyses done at a higher level like the
constituency or district—it will always be preferable to
avoid the problem altogether by estimating the asso-
ciation between support and project placement, as we
do here, in continuous space rather than within discrete
units (Amrhein 1995). An additional problem with
aggregating to the administrative unit is that in Kenya,
as in many other places, the borders of such units are
products of political processes (Kasara 2006; Oucho
2002), so using those borders to delineate units of
analysis may introduce endogeneity. Studying project
placement directly, without relying on ad hoc aggre-
gations, allows us to avoid this potential pitfall.

Finally, our work joins a growing body of research
emphasizing the role of geography in politics (Enos
2017; Jusko 2017). However, whereas most of this lit-
erature focuses on how the distribution of political
support affects public policy outcomes (Beramendi
2012; Jurado and Leon 2017; Rickard 2012) or how
votes translate into seats in different types of electoral
systems (Calvo and Rodden 2015; Chen and Rodden
2013; Jusko 2015), our study focuses on the impact of
political geography on the distribution of more local
public goods. Specifically, we study how the spatial
concentrationof thepeople living in a voting district and
the segregation of the incumbent’s supporters and
opponents shape a politician’s allocation strategies. In
this regard, our analysis is most similar to Ejdemyr et al.
(2018), who show thatMPs inMalawi aremore likely to
target their coethnics with new boreholes when their
coethnics are spatially segregated from members of
other communities.6 Our study differs from theirs by
examining both a wider range of projects and a broader
set of constituency-level factors that might account for
cross-constituency variation in allocation patterns. In
addition, whereas Ejdemyr et al. (2018) investigate the
impact of segregation on an aggregate outcome (the
number of boreholes allocated to a given constituency),
we are able to investigate the impact of segregation on
the within-constituency targeting of CDF projects.
Notwithstanding these differences, both studies dem-
onstrate the importance of partisan/ethnic segregation
and, by doing so, add a critical explanatory factor to
their accounts of politicians’ strategic behavior. Indeed,
thefindingsof both studies suggest that analyses that fail
to incorporate these spatial characteristics may gen-
erate misleading conclusions about how distributive
politics operates.

3 Only six of the 196MPs in our sample are female, sowe use themale
pronoun throughout for simplicity.
4 Other studies that examine the allocation decisions of politicians at
the constituency level includeKeefer andKhemani (2009), Hoffmann
et al. (2015), Chhibber and Jensenius (2016), Carlitz (2017), Bussell
(forthcoming), and Ejdemyr, Kramon, and Robinson (2018).
5 Administrative units to which explanatory and outcome variables
are commonly aggregated include provinces (Calvo and Murillo
2004), states (Khemani 2007), districts (Burgess et al. 2015;Weinstein
2011), constituencies (Jablonski 2014), administrative regions (Briggs
2017), municipalities (Diaz-Cayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni 2016;
Weitz-Shapiro 2014), wards (Carlitz 2017), villages (Chhibber and
Jensenius 2016; Hoffmann et al. 2015), and census enumeration areas
(Ejdemyr,Kramon, andRobinson 2018). Studies that impose a grid of
equally sized cells over the territory include Michalopoulos (2012),
Harari and La Ferrara (2013), Besley andReynal-Querol (2014), and
Armand, Atwell, and Gomes (2017).

6 Other studies, such as Ichino andNathan (2013) andNathan (2016),
emphasize how voting patterns are shaped by expectations about the
way that ethnic segregation will affect resource flows, but they do not
directly investigate the allocation decisions themselves.DeLuca et al.
(2017) also address the impact of ethnic segregation on ethnic
favoritism, but at the national rather than within-constituency level.
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THE CONSTITUENCIES DEVELOPMENT
FUND (CDF) PROGRAM IN KENYA

Created under the Constituencies Development Fund
Act of 2003 (Government of Kenya 2003), the Kenya
Constituencies Development Fund is provided an
annual allocation of not less than 2.5% of all ordinary
government revenues. These funds are distributed
among the country’s 210 electoral constituencies
according to a formula by which 75% of the monies are
divided equally and the remaining 25% are allocated
based on each constituency’s poverty rate. Once the
funds arrive in each constituency, they are disbursed by
a constituency-levelCDFCommittee,which, during the
period we study, was effectively controlled by the MP.
Citizens and organized groups are invited to apply for
projects, but the committee (in practice, the MP during
the period we study) determines which projects are
funded and where they are located. TheMP’s ability to
control the CDF Committee stems both from his stat-
utory role as its chairman and from his ability to select
the committee’s members (Mapesa and Kibua 2006)—
aswell as from aweak oversight of theCDFprogramby
both citizens and the national government. As a con-
sequence, CDF funds were widely regarded during the
periodwe studyaspesa yaMheshimiwa, Swahili for“the
MP’s money.”7

CDF transfers represent a considerable infusion of
funds for local development. Total CDF allocations
between 2003 and 2007 was nearly $333 million (see
Table 1). This amounts to an average of $316,709 per
constituency per year and represents roughly 18%of the
total average development expenditure per constituency
oneducation, roadsandpublicworks,health, andwater.8

Countrywide, CDF allocations funded a total of 32,699
projects over thefive-yearperiodwestudy,or anaverage
of about 156 projects per constituency. As indicated in
Table 1, an average of 73% of the funds allocated were
actually spent on projects. Although this implies that
some MPs “passed on pork” (Keefer and Khemani
2009), this figure compares favorably with both the
Kenyan central government, which utilized only 45% of

its development budget in 2004–05 (Ndii 2014), and with
decentralized fiscal transfer schemes in other settings.9

The CDF Act stipulates the CDF funds can be used
for any project whose “prospective benefits are avail-
able to awidespread cross-section of the inhabitants of a
particular area” (Government of Kenya 2003). This
requirement means that they are spent on local public
goods: the rehabilitation of school classrooms, bridge
repairs, road grading, water projects, or the con-
struction of local infrastructure such as dip tanks or
public toilets.10 TheCDFAct permits a small amount of
the funds to be spent on administration and education
bursaries, but this is limited to less than 10% of total
expenditure (and in practice is much less).11 As Table 1
shows, more than half of the projects initiated between
2003 and 2007 were education related, with the next
largest categories beingwater and health. CDFprojects

TABLE 1. Basic Statistics on CDF Projects in
Kenya, 2003–07

CDF program funding

Total allocations US$ 332,544,799
Average allocation per
constituency

US$ 316,709

Average%of allocation spent 73%

Projects
Total number of projects 32,699
Average per constituency 156 (min511;max5522)

Project types (%)
School 56
Water 12
Health 9
Other 24

Project duration (%)
One year 56
Two years 25
Three years 13
Four years 5
Five years 1

7 Hornsby(2013,738)describesMP’spowers todistributeCDFfundsas
“almost unchecked.” Writing about the period we study, Ongoya and
Lumallas (2005) describe the CDF Act as giving “total control, man-
agement and supervision to the MPs…Parliamentarians control the
fund through either chairing [the committee] or handpicking thosewho
run the fund.” A 2007 study concluded: “the continued lack of clarity
amongst community members [regarding their role in the project
selection process] has left Members of Parliament to claim vast and
unchecked powers over the CDF resources” (Nganga 2011, 109). A
representative survey of 2,399 Kenyan adults conducted by the Kenya
HumanRights Commission in 2006 found that, among those whowere
aware of the CDF program and provided an answer to the question,
65% thought the MP made the decision about which projects were
funded and 22% thought the decisionwasmadeby theCDFcommittee
(which, asexplained,was largelycontrolledbytheMPduring theperiod
of study) (Kenya Human Rights Commission 2006). See also Awiti
(2008), National Anti-Corruption Campaign Steering Committee
(2008), and Institute of Economic Affairs (2006).
8 Calculated based on approved development expenditure data for
2006/2007 as summarized in Institute of Economic Affairs (2007)

9 For example, Keefer and Khemani (2009) report that legislators in
India spend 82% of the Member of Parliament Local Area Devel-
opment Scheme funds they are allocated. Chong et al. (2014) report
that mayors in Mexico spend on average just 56% of the Fund for
Social Infrastructure transfers they receive from the central
government.
10 MPs quickly learned that projects that required the relevant min-
istries toprovide staffing tobecomeoperationalwerenot a gooduseof
CDF funds, since (aswas frequently pointedout during parliamentary
debates) such staffing was rarely provided. Hence CDF funds tended
to be spent on improvements to existing infrastructure (for example, a
new roof for a primary school or a maternity ward for a clinic) or on
new infrastructure that did not require staffing (for example, a rural
access road or a borehole) rather than on staffing-dependent infra-
structure (such as new dispensaries or schools or police posts).
11 The amount that could be spent on bursaries and administrative
costs (i.e., non-public goods)was raised to15%when theCDFActwas
amended in2007, but itwas limited to10%of total spendingduring the
period we study.
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are generally completed within one year, although they
occasionally stretch over two years or longer.

The CDF program thus presented each MP with a
large, annually replenished, exogenously determined12

sumofmoney that, subject tominimal restrictions, could
be allocated within the constituency with nearly total
discretion.13 Although CDF funds constitute just one
part of the local development expendituremade in each
constituency, the close identification of CDF with the
MP makes it an extremely valuable political resource.
The CDF program thus provides researchers with a
nearly ideal opportunity to observe how political actors
distribute the resources they control. And since we can
observe these distribution decisions in 196 separate
“laboratories,” we can also draw important lessons
about the conditions under which they pursue different
allocation strategies.

WHAT FACTORS AFFECT WHERE CDF
PROJECTS ARE PLACED?

As a local public good, the benefit of a CDF project is
inversely correlated with a person’s distance from it.
This means that we can infer which people an MP is
targeting based onwhere in his constituency he chooses
to locate each CDF project.14 Although the geographic
scope of the benefit from a given project may vary with
its type—for example, a bridgemay benefit people from
a wider radius than a borehole—all projects should
provide utility to people in inverse proportion to their
distance from it (and projects like bridges constitute
only a small share of our sample).

Our data allow us to adjudicate between two broad
families of hypotheses for how MPs allocate the CDF
resources they control. Thefirst emphasizesMPs’desire
to reward their political supporters and/or favor their
ethnic kin. The notion that this is what voters expect,
and thus what MPs try to maximize, is a central tenet
in both theoretical and empirical work on African
politics (Barkan et al. 2010; Bates 1983; Chabal and
Daloz 1999; Lindberg 2010; Posner 2005; Wantchekon
2003). We test for the reward-your-supporters var-
iant of this hypothesis by estimating the spatial asso-
ciation between project placement and the level of
support for theMP in the previous election.We test for
the favor-your-ethnic-kin variant by estimating the
spatial relationship between project placement and the
number of theMP’s coethnics living in the area.15Given
the close association in Kenya between ethnicity and
voting behavior (Barkan andNg’ethe 1998;Gibson and
Long 2009), one might think that an MP’s ethnic rela-
tionship with voters would already be built into the
distribution of his political support. However, Kenyan
constituencies are often ethnically homogeneous (43%
have a level of ethnic diversity less than 0.3, according to
calculations based on data described byHarris 2015), so
partisanship and ethnicity frequently do not track
together at the constituency level—at least not at the
level we measure ethnicity in this study, which is based
on census categories. This makes it meaningful to
address these sub-hypotheses separately.16

We also take a second cut at the favor-your-kin
hypothesis by estimating the relationship between
project placement and the distance from theMP’s home
village. Especially in ethnically homogeneous con-
stituencies, the relevant communal distinction may not
be between coethnics and non-coethnics (since there
are none, or very few, of the latter) but between
members of theMP’s family or clan and other members
of the broader community. The distance-to-the-MP’s-
village measure is meant to capture these potentially
relevant intra-ethnic kinship distinctions.

The second broad hypothesis we test is that MPs use
their CDF funds to help the greatest number of people
and/or those with the greatest needs. To test for the
help-the-greatest-number variant of themechanism,we
estimate the spatial association between project
placement and local population density. To test for the
help-those-with-the-greatest-needs variant, we esti-
mate the spatial association between project placement
and the estimated number of people living in poverty in
the area. Since both of these mechanisms require that

12 A caveat regarding the exogenous nature of the size of the dis-
bursements: although the formula that determines eachconstituency’s
allocationwouldappear tobe tamperproof, it doesgenerate incentives
forMPs to lobby theKenyaNationalBureauofStatistics to revise their
constituency’s official poverty rate so as be able to claim a larger share
of CDF funding. Although some MPs indeed attempted this strategy
(Wahome2008), such lobbyingwas rarely successful and,when it was,
only resulted in a relatively small change in a constituency’s allocation
given that poverty rates affect just 25% of the total allotment.
13 This stands inmarked contrast to the situation faced bymembers of
the U.S. Congress, whose allocation decisions are constrained by the
preferences of their parties and the president, and for whom most
resources are not discretionary. See Dynes and Huber (2015) for a
useful recent review.
14 A potential objection is that the intended beneficiaries of a project
might not be the community living adjacent to it but the contractors
who are hired to do the work or the suppliers who are awarded the
tender for providing the materials, who might live in a completely
different area, and even outside the constituency altogether. How-
ever, even if an MP’s principal objective is to use his CDF funds to
channel contracts to his cronies, he still has to determine where to
locate theproject, andhewouldbe foolishnot tobe strategic inmaking
this (perhaps secondary) decision. The onlyway that pursuing thefirst
strategy (using the project as an opportunity to award a contract)
might affect the second (using the project as an opportunity to place a
valuable public good in the vicinity of a set of voters the MP wants to
reward) is if the type of project that is suitable for contracting leads for
some reason to a bias against placing a project in a particular area.We
think this isunlikely,given that anMPhasmanypossibleopportunities
to use a given contract to satisfy both voters and contractors.

15 Although there is ample evidence of ethnic targeting by national-
level politicians in Kenya at the province (Barkan and Chege 1989),
district (Burgess et al. 2015), and constituency (Jablonski 2014) levels,
there have been no analyses of ethnic targeting by MPs within their
constituencies (although Ejdemyr, Kramon, and Robinson (2018)
provide evidence for ethnic targeting at the sub-constituency level in
another context, Malawi).
16 This said, the way we generate our estimates of pixel-level ethnic
demographics and political support leads to a mechanical correlation
between these twomeasures.Wediscuss this issue and its implications
in Online Appendix E.
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money be spent efficiently, and since projects located
closer to paved roads are cheaper to build, we also test
this hypothesis by estimating the association between
project placement and the distance to a paved road.17

DATA

CDF Project Locations

MPs are required to submit annual reports to the
national CDFBoard detailing how they have used their
CDFallocations. These reports, which are posted in pdf
form on the CDF Board’s public website, provide
project names (e.g., Gatina Bridge Repair; Kipruti
Water Project), a description of the activity done (e.g.,
roofing, plastering, painting one classroom; con-
struction of cattle dip; building of foot bridge) and
informationabout theamountofmoneyallocated to the
project for the year in question. We code the sector in
which the project is located based on its name. Our
principal data, a geo-referenced set of 32,699 CDF
projects in 196 constituencies for the 2003 to 2007
financial years, are extracted from this source.18

Since project data from the website did not include
any explicit geographic coordinates, we geo-referenced
the project records by matching project names to the
names of facilities for which point or polygon data were
available (e.g., schools, market towns, health centers,
water/irrigation features).19Wewereable tomatch60%

of projects to an exact geo-referenced point. In cases in
which we were not able to match a project to a specific
point, we randomly placed the project at a point within
the smallest unit to which we could assign it (i.e., the
convex hull of candidate points likely to fall near the
project, or the project's enumeration area, sub-location,
location, or constituency)with the probability of placing
the project at each point in the unit proportional to the
estimated population density at that point. This pro-
cedure prevented us from inadvertently locating proj-
ects in national forests, parks, reserves, bodies of water,
or other unpopulated areas.

Where we were not able to match a project to a
specific point, our procedures allowed us to come quite
close.As indicated in the second rowofTable2,wewere
able to match 72.6% of projects to a specific point or to
an area of 1 square kilometer or less, and 77.6% to
within 2.5 kilometers—well inside the radius within
which residents would benefit from most projects. As
shown in the second row of the Table, 80% of projects
were placed within an area smaller than 0.5% of the
constituency and 88.3%within an area smaller than 5%
of the constituency.

To account for measurement error in our imputa-
tion of project locations, we created 21 separate data
sets of imputed project locations and ran all of the
analyses in which project locations are the dependent
variable on each of these 21 separate data sets. The
results we report below are the average coefficient
estimates of these 21 separate regressions, with
standard errors calculated following the procedures
discussed by King et al. (2001). Further details of our
imputation procedures, along with robustness tests of
our main results without imputation, are provided in
Online Appendix C.

Explanatory Variables

We measure political support for the MP using polling
station-level electoral returns from Kenya’s 2002 par-
liamentary elections. These elections took place a year
before the launch of the CDF program and can thus be
taken as exogenous to any effects that the program
might have subsequently had on election outcomes.We
link these results to a geo-referenced polling station

TABLE 2. Matching of CDF Projects

Imputation area
(sq. km)

#1 #2.5 #5 #10 #25

% matched 72.6 77.6 80 81.9 85.3

Imputation area as %
of constituency

#0.5 #2.5 #5 #10 #25

% matched 80 84.8 88.3 93.8 99.2

CDF projects were matched to existing points and named poly-
gons, in order to approximate project location. projects without a
specific point match were imputed within the smallest possible
polygon.

17 Although one might be concerned that the roads that were paved
with CDF funds, we think this is unlikely. First, CDF funds tend to be
used for grading dirt roads rather than paving new roads of the sort
captured in the roads data we utilize. Second, roads are at most only
four percent of CDF projects.
18 Accessed onMay 28, 2012, from the CDF website. Information for
six constituencieswasmissing from the data posted on theCDFBoard
website. One might wonder if it is reasonable to trust these project
records given that our analyses focus on a period when the CDF
program was brand new and financial oversight of CDF funds was
weak.Newspaperaccounts, investigative reports,andauditsbygroups
such as the National Taxpayers Association have identified examples
of ghost projects, unaccounted for money, and general mismanage-
ment of CDF program funds during this period [e.g., Mutoro (2005);
Lumwamu and Munene (2006); Awiti (2008); Ndii (2014); National
Anti-Corruption Campaign Steering Committee (2008)]. Although
we acknowledge this concern, the project lists from which we culled
information on CDF projects were compiled and, to the best of our
knowledge, verified in 2008 by CDF managers hired in each con-
stituency. These managers were beholden not to the local MP, but
rather to the central CDF oversight board. Thus, short of verifying
each project in the field, these lists represent the best available data on
actual projects implemented during the period of study.
19 Although the Kenya Open Data website contains geo-coded CDF
data from2003 to2010,wedetermined thesedata tobeuntrustworthy.
First,most of the geo-coordinates that areprovidedare the centroid of
the administrative location within which the actual project is situated
(the data set contains 40,000 projects but only 8,000 unique geo-coded
points). Second, the list of projects appears to be incomplete, with
several constituenciesmissingandothers containingvery fewprojects.
Finally, the provenance of the data is unclear. Hence, we decided to
compile our own data from primary documents, and to code the
locations of projects ourselves.
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dataset to create rasters that identify the estimated
number of votes won by the winning candidate at each
point in each constituency.We do this by assigning each
100 square meter grid cell in each constituency to its
most proximate polling station using a Voronoi dia-
gram. Then we interpolate the level of political support
ineachgrid squarebymultiplying the shareof voteswon
by the incumbent at the polling station by the grid
square’s estimated population, based on the high-
resolution population density rasters described by
Linard et al. (2012).20 With approximately 14,000
polling stations countrywide and an average of roughly
67 polling stations per constituency, this procedure
generates an extremely fine-grained and accurate
constituency-level map of the distribution of electoral
support for the incumbent MP.21

To generate ourmeasure of voters’ ethnicmatchwith
the MP, we employ polling station-level estimates of
ethnic demographics from Harris (2015) to create ras-
ters for each constituency identifying the spatial dis-
tribution of coethnics using a method identical to that
described for political support. We also create rasters
indicating the square of the distance from each point in
each constituency to the MP’s home village.22

We measure population density using the data from
Linardetal. (2012).UsingdatadescribedbyTatemetal.
(2015), we create constituency-level rasters containing
estimates of the number of people living in poverty in
each one square kilometer grid cell. We utilize the
World Bank/Kenya Ministry of Roads and Public
Works dataset described by Government of Kenya
(2006) to create a raster identifying the square of the
distance fromeachpoint in each constituency to apaved
road.OnlineAppendixBprovides furtherdetails on the
sources and construction of these measures.

Figure 1provides an illustration ofwhat our data look
like for an example case: theRift Valley constituency of
EldoretSouth.As thefiguremakes clear, our estimation
of the spatial association between project placement
and theother covariates is basedonextremely rich data.

MODELING THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN
PROJECT LOCATIONS, POLITICAL
SUPPORT, AND OTHER COVARIATES

To estimate the spatial relationship between where
CDFprojects are located and our explanatory variables
of interest, we treat the distribution ofCDFprojects as a
Poisson point process that varies across space as a
function of the social, spatial, and political attributes
described above (Diggle 2013; Gatrell et al. 1996).
Poisson point process models are commonly used in
fields such as epidemiology, geology, meteorology and
ecology where researchers have identified occurrences
of a phenomenon of interest (for example, outbreaks of
a disease or locations of particular mineral deposits,
weatherpatterns, orplant species)andseek tounderstand
the spatial distribution of these phenomena in terms of a
set of explanatory variables. However, we know of only
two applications of the technique to political science
problems: a study of radio and cell phone penetration and
collective violence inAfrica (Warren 2015) and a study of
the spatial location of air-polluting firms in the United
States (Monogan, Konisky, and Woods 2017).

The intuition behind how the point process model
works is straightforward. Begin by projecting an inter-
polated gradient of somevariable of interest (in our case,
the number of votes won by the MP in the last election)
onto a two-dimensional geographic space. Then locate
the outcome data (in our case, the locations of CDF
projects) in that space and complement these pointswith
anarbitrarynumberof“dummy”points (representing, in
our case, locations where projects are not located). Then
divide the space into polygons that contain outcome
information about both the dummy and outcome loca-
tions, as well as spatial independent variables of the sort
described in the previous section. This “pseudolikeli-
hood” approach allows us to estimate the relationship
between the variable of interest and the number of
observed points (projects), either conditional on the
other covariates or without them. For additional infor-
mation on point process models, see Baddeley and
Turner (2005) and Renner et al. (2015). For further
technical details, see Online Appendix A.

Advantages of a Point-Level Approach

The point process approach has two distinct advantages
over standard techniques for studying project-level
political allocation decisions. First, the approach can
account for multiple projects in the neighborhood of a
given point, each at different distances from it and with
different interpolated levels of our covariates of interest
at each point. Second, it allows us to model spatial var-
iation in project placement directly without relying on
aggregations such as districts, constituencies, villages, or
other administrative units. Aggregating outcomes and
explanatory variables to the administrative unit is a
reasonable strategy when the outcome of interest is
plausibly related the average level of some factor across
an area—for example, when the impact of a radio-
delivered public service campaign is hypothesized to
be related to the share of households receiving a radio

20 Effectively, this reifies the assumption that, local to the polling
station, support is uniformly distributed across the spatial distribution
of the population.
21 One reasonable concern is that citizens may register to vote in a
place that is distant from their place of residence. If that were the case,
then a citizen’s electoral support would be detached from the benefits
accruing due to local public goods. Institute for Education in
Democracy (2002) presents evidence that suggests that this is not a
major concern. This study asked citizens why they registered at a
particular polling place, towhich 94.3% responded: “it was because of
the proximity to their place of residence.”
22 Technically,we calculate the squareof the distance from thepolling
station at which theMP is registered to vote rather than the square of
the distance to the MP’s home village. But these are in almost every
case the same thing, and it is more intuitive to think of the measure in
terms of the distance to the MP’s home village. We use the square of
the distance (also for the distance from a paved road variable,
describedbelow)because thedecayrateof theutilityof livingclose toa
project is better captured using the square of the distance than using
the distance itself.
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signal or when the share of votes for a particular political
party is hypothesized to vary with the percentage of
people belonging to a specific ethnic group. But the

approach can be problematic when the outcome of
interest affects somepeople in the unitmore thanothers,
as is the case with the placement of a CDF project. For

FIGURE 1. An Illustration of Our Data in Eldoret South Constituency

Note: The independent variables in the point processmodel are representedby raster data (top six panels),whereas theproject locationsare
represented as points (bottom panel).
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example, there are more than 70,000 schools in Kenya
but only about 2,100 wards. If MPs can allocate CDF
projects (say, a new classroom or a girls’ toilet) to only
some schools, then award-level analysiswillmissmost of
the within-ward variation in how these funds are allo-
cated. For applications of this sort, operating at a finer
level of geographic resolution is critical for generating
meaningful estimates of the factors that are associated
with the occurrence of the outcome that is being studied.

To illustrate thepotential pitfalls of aggregating to the
sub-constituency unit level in our setting, consider
Figure 2,which shows violin plots of (log plus oneof) the
pixel-level distribution of supporters in Eldoret South
Constituency and in eachof the constituency’s 11wards.
The distribution of supporters varies widely across the
constituency, and both across andwithinmost wards. In
Timboroaward(second fromtheright), very fewpeople
voted for the incumbentMP (themean level of support,
givenby theblackdot, is near zero) and theMP’s level of
support varies little across different parts of the ward
(nearly all themass of thedistribution is very close to the
mean). In such a context, aggregating to the level of the
ward would not result in a large loss of information.
However, inLangasward (fourth fromthe left), as in the
constituency as a whole (leftmost plot), the level of
support for the incumbent varies considerably across
space. In some parts of the ward, very few people

supported theMPin2002.But inotherpartsof theward,
they supported him strongly. In this case, aggregating to
the ward level (which would involve taking the mean
level of support for the incumbent, depictedby theblack
dot, and assigning it to every pixel in theward)would be
quite misleading. It would imply that an MP seeking to
locate projects close to his supporters would be equally
likely to locate projects at every point in thewardwhen,
in fact, hewouldbemuchmore likely toplaceprojects in
some places than others. In settings like Langas (and
most of the wards in Eldoret South look more like
Langas than like Timboroa), aggregation to the ward
level obfuscates precisely the allocation problem that
we are interested in examining: howMPs target projects
at the local level.

If MPs were only able to target projects to broad
sections of their constituency (as theymight if theywere
locating a major hospital that served a wide area), then
analyzing patterns of favoritism at the ward level might
make sense. But the CDF projects we study are much
smaller in scale, and MPs are able to locate them at or
very near the human communities they are targeting.
Analyzing project locations at the point level is there-
fore appropriate for the process of project-level allo-
cation we are studying.

Furthermore, to the extent that MPs make their
decisions aboutwhere to placeCDFprojects in response

FIGURE 2. Distribution of Supporters within Each Ward, Eldoret South Constituency

Note: Ward means are indicated by the black dot. The number of CDF projects in each ward is listed at the top of the figure.
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to the locations of their supporters, this information
unfolds in the continuous space of their geographic
constituency, not across aggregated units that, while
perhaps relevant for political actors running for offices
below the level of the constituency (such as ward
councilors), are irrelevant for the MP’s own electoral
fortunes. Within a constituency, there are no electoral
rules requiring that a candidate for a parliamentary seat
mustwin a certainnumberofwards or thathis votesmust
be distributed around the constituency in a certain way.
The only requirement is that the candidate must win the
most votes within the constituency as a whole. It
therefore makes no sense to aggregate project locations
and levels of electoral support to such units if data can be
constructed at the point level.23

Population Density

A complexity that arises from the move to a point-level
analysis is that CDF projects are very unlikely to be
placed where there are no people. This presents a
problem because, as Figure 3 demonstrates, the vast
majority of Kenya’s land area is uninhabited (or very
nearly so). This highly skewed distribution of people
generates a strong mechanical correlation between
population density and our other explanatory variables
when they aremeasured at the pixel level.24 Thismeans
that any estimate of the association between supporters
and project placement will be driven largely by pop-
ulation density. The same is true for the number of
people living in poverty, the number of people
belonging to the MP’s ethnic group, and the distances
from roads and the MP’s home village.

These strong correlations are clearly demonstrated in
Figure 4, which plots the grid square-level correlation in
each constituencybetween the logof populationdensity
and each of our main explanatory variables, with cor-
relations where |t| $ 2 plotted as black points.25 As is
standard, the interquartile range of the distribution and
the median are indicated by the box and the dark
horizontal bar that bisects it, respectively. The strong
positive correlations between population density and
the number of supporters, number of coethnics, and
number of people living in poverty stem from the fact
that one cannot have supporters, coethnics or people
living in poverty where there are no people (and, in the
case of the number of people living in poverty, from the
fact that themajority of people in Kenya are poor). The
correlationwith distance to roads has a slightly different
source: the endogenous location of roads where people
live and the tendency of people to locate themselves
close to transport. Given these strong relationships, it

becomes difficult to separate out the effect of each
variable from the effect of population density.

To deal with this problem, we regress (the log of)
population density on each of our explanatory variables
and use the residuals from these regressions in lieu of
our direct measures of each variable. This allows us to
interpret theestimated spatial associationbetweeneach
explanatory variable and project placement as captur-
ing the effect of the part of each variable that is not due
to population density.

CONSTITUENCY-LEVEL RESULTS

The fact that our data enable us to estimate the asso-
ciation between each of our explanatory variables and
project placement in 196 separate constituencies pres-
ents a challenge for how to present our findings. One
approachwouldbe toestimateapooledmodel across all
196 units and report the results of that single analysis.
However, a pooled regression assumes that the process
under investigation (project placement) happens the
same way in all units and can thus be estimated
appropriately in a singlemodel. This is at oddswith both
the evidencewepresent belowandour priors,which are
that MPs face different local conditions and will thus
pursue different strategies of project allocation in dif-
ferent constituencies.26

We therefore eschew a pooled analysis and instead
present the distribution of constituency-level esti-
mates for each variable of interest (with estimates
standardized for cross-constituency comparability by
subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation). Each boxplot in Figure 5 presents the
estimated association between project placement and
the variable in question for each of the 196 con-
stituencies in our analysis. Constituencies inwhich the

FIGURE 3. The Highly Skewed Distribution of
Population in Kenya

Note: Pixel-level data.

23 We elaborate on this discussion in Online Appendix D, where we
reanalyze our main results aggregated to the ward level and dem-
onstrate that our results change significantly.
24 Although its implications are poorly recognized, this problem
emerges in nearly all studies that employ point- or pixel-level data,
such as night lights (Min 2015), conflict (Warren 2015), or cell phone
coverage (Christensen and Garfias 2018).
25 Throughout this paper, we use a t-statistic threshold of two to
visualize significance, highlighting constituencies where the point
estimate is twice the standard error.

26 Another natural approach would be to implement a multi-level
model. However, the computational burden and software constraints
for estimating a multi-level point process model precludes this
approach.
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estimated relationship has a |t|$ 2 are plotted as black
points (the share of constituencies that surpass this
threshold are reported below each boxplot). As
noted, the constituency-level estimates are the
average of 21 separate regressions, each using a
slightly different set of imputed project locations, thus
explicitly taking into account spatial measurement
uncertainty.

The first column in Figure 5 presents the bivariate
constituency-level relationships between project loca-
tions and population density; the second through sixth
columns present thebivariate relationships between the
(residualized versions of the) listed variables; and the
final column presents the estimates from the full
regressionwhere the plotted quantity is the relationship
between the (residualized) number of supporters and
project locations, conditional on the variables in thefirst
five columns.

As expected, there is a statistically significant pos-
itive association in nearly all constituencies between
population density and project placement (column 1).
In the median constituency, a one standard deviation

increase in the log of population density is associated
with an additional 0.25 projects allocated to that area.
This is consistent with the interpretation that MPs are
more likely to allocate CDF projects to areas con-
taining large numbers of people. However, as noted,
the result is also in large part mechanical: very few
projects get placed in areas that are unpopulated.
Moreover, given the strong correlations between
population density and theother explanatory variables
shown in Figure 4, it is impossible to rule out that these
results are picking up the effects of the other causal
factors—a concern that justifies our strategy of using
the residuals in lieu of the direct measures of the
variables we turn to next.

In keeping with the received wisdom about the
central role of ethnicity in Kenyan politics, the vast
majorityofMPs locateCDFprojects inareasdominated
by their coethnics (column 2). Our estimates suggest
that, in the median constituency, a one standard devi-
ation increase in the number of coethnics in an area
translates to an increase of 0.27 projects (in log units).
This finding is all the more striking given that many

FIGURE 4. The Correlation Between Log Population Density and Other Variables

Note: Each dot represents a constituency-level correlation calculated using a simple pearson’s correlation coefficient in a random sample
of locations across each constituency. Correlations that are statistically different from zero (with a t-statistic greater than two) are plotted in
black; those not significantly different from zero are plotted in gray.
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Kenyan electoral constituencies are ethnically homo-
geneous, which makes targeting projects along ethnic
lines quite difficult.We also find evidence (in column 3)
that MPs in many (but, somewhat surprisingly, not all)
constituencies aremore likely to locate CDF projects in
proximity to (i.e., at smaller distance from) their home
village.

The relationship between poverty and project place-
ment ismoremixed (column4).Although thereare some
constituencies in which the association is positive (and a
handful inwhich the relationship is statistically significant
and negative), in most constituencies CDF projects are
nomore likely to be placed in areas with larger numbers
of poor people. Contrary to the CDF program’s stated
objectives,CDFfundsdonotappear tohavebeenusedas
a tool for poverty alleviation.27

Another interpretation of these results, however, is
that poverty cuts two ways. On the one hand, it makes
people more deserving of development resources. But
on the other hand, it makes people less able to mobilize
to demand that projects be located in their areas (recall
that while CDF allocation decisions are made by the
MP, community members may also, and frequently do,
apply for projects). Consistent with this second inter-
pretation, Baird, McIntosh, and Özler (2013) provide
evidence from Tanzania that poverty is negatively
associated with the likelihood of applying for project
funding in a program similar to CDF. The lack of a
statistically significant association between poverty and
project placement in many constituencies may simply
reflect the offsetting effects of these two processes.

The association between project placement and
distance to paved roads also has the expected negative
sign in most constituencies, suggesting thatMPs tend to
put projects closer to (that is, at a smaller distance from)
paved roads. Our estimates suggest that, for themedian
constituency, a one standard deviation increase in the

FIGURE 5. What Factors Affect Where CDF Projects Are Placed?

Note: Each dot represents a constituency-level coefficient estimate, with coefficients that are statistically different from zero (with a t-statistic
greater than two) plotted in black and those not significantly different from zero plotted in gray. The left-most boxplot shows the bivariate
relationship between population density and project placement. The next five present the relationships between the residualized version of
the listed covariates and project placement. The right-most boxplot shows the relationship between the residualized number of supports and
project placement, conditional on the covariates in columns 1–5. The percentages at the bottom of the figure report the percentage of
constituency-level coefficients that are significant in each boxplot.

27 Note that our measure of poverty captures only the rate of poverty
in a location, not its depth. We therefore cannot completely rule out
that MPs are channeling projects to the very poorest.
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square of the distance from a road leads to a decrease of
approximately 0.24 projects. This aligns with the intu-
ition that accessible projects are more valuable to both
MPs and constituents.

We turn now to the association between project
placementand thenumberofvoteswonby theMPin the
last election (column 6). The bivariate relationship is
significant and positive in the vast majority of con-
stituencies, suggesting that MPs are indeed more likely
to put CDF projects in areas where their supporters are
located. In the median constituency, a one standard
deviation increase in the number of supporters trans-
lates intoan increase in thenumberofprojects inanarea
of average support by 0.25.

However, this relationship weakens significantly
when we control for the other factors that we have just
shown to be also associated with project placement.
Once we have accounted for the effect of the number of
the MP’s coethnics, the square of the distance to the
MP’s home village, the number of people living in
poverty, and the square of the distance to paved roads
(and, indirectly via residualization, population density),
there is no relationship in the median constituency
between the level of political support theMPreceived in
the last election inagivenareaand the likelihood thathe
places a CDF project in that area.28 As noted, this
finding runs against the conventional wisdom that
politicians in Africa use the resources they control first
and foremost to favor their own.

However, this null effect in the median constituency
masks significant cross-constituency variation. In places
like Yatta in Machakos district, Kacheliba in West
Pokot district, Kieni in Nyeri district, and Butula in
Busia district (to select but a few of the constituencies
with large positive coefficient estimates), our results
suggest that MPs strongly steered projects to their
supporters. But in places like Kathiani in Machakos
district,Wundanyi in Taita Taveta district, andMbita in
Suba district (to select but a few of the constituencies
with zero coefficient estimates), we find no evidence
thatMPswere anymore likely to channel CDF projects
to areas in whichmore people voted for them in the last
election. In still other constituencies (for example,
Malindi inMalindi district orNdia inKirinyagadistrict),
we estimate a statistically significant negative rela-
tionship between political support and project place-
ment, suggesting thatMPs weremore likely to put CDF
projects in places where their political support was
weaker. These findings suggest that the interesting
question may not be whether politicians reward their
supporters but under what conditions.

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS DO MPS FAVOR
THEIR SUPPORTERS?

The factors thatmight leadMPs to bemore or less likely
to target their supporters with CDF projects can be
divided into three categories.29

Characteristics of the MP

The first set of factors relates to the personal charac-
teristics of the incumbent MP. Evidence from India
suggests that patterns of public goods provision and
policy preferences may vary with a politician’s gender
(Chattopadhyay and Duflo 2004; Clots-Figueras 2011).
Evidence from Brazil suggests that female politicians
may be less corrupt thanmale politicians and engage less
in overtly strategic political behavior (Brollo and
Troiano 2016). Ifmale and femaleMPs inKenya behave
similarly, we might expect to find different associations
between votes and project placement across con-
stituencies with MPs of different genders.

Whether or not the MP is a member of the ruling
coalition may also matter. While CDF funding repre-
sents a considerable source of capital for local public
goods, it is not the only source. Central government
ministries in Kenya also spendmillions of dollars a year
on roads, schools, health facilities, and other local
infrastructure. To the extent that MPs with ties to the
ruling coalition have greater access to (or greater
control over the central government’s targeting of) such
resources, theymay be less dependent onCDF funds to
reward their supporters and freer to locate CDF proj-
ects in less politically strategic ways. For opposition
MPs, on the other hand, CDF funds constitute the lion’s
share of the development resources they personally
control—indeed, the CDF program itself was proposed
in parliament by members of the political opposition
(Ndii 2014). Hence we might expect to find a stronger
associationbetweenvoteswonandproject placement in
constituencies where the MP is not a member of the
ruling coalition.30

Insofar as knowing how to deploy resources to
maximize one’s re-election prospects requires political
experience, we might expect to find the association
between votes and projects to be increasing in the
number of terms the MP had previously served. We
proxy for this via a dummy variable that takes a value of
one if the MP was an incumbent when he ran in 2002.
Alternatively, incumbent MPs may have already
channeled public goods to their supporters during their

28 As is often the case in observational studies, howexactly one should
structure this conditional model is not entirely clear (Box 1976). The
approach we adopt is to include all of the variables that are theo-
retically relevant to resource allocation in the context we study. In the
trade-off between omitted variable bias and multicollinearity, we
prefer to accept themulticollinearity that comes fromamore inclusive
model than to leave out covariates that we know to be relevant, which
will generate biased estimates (Arceneaux and Huber 2007). We
provide a fuller discussion of the implications of this choice in Online
Appendix E, where we show that this modeling decision has little
bearing on our substantive findings.

29 Further details of the variables described in this section are pro-
vided in Online Appendix B.
30 Coding membership in the ruling coalition during the period we
study is complicatedby the fact thatmanyMPsswitchedparties in2005
following the defeat of a government-supported constitutional reform
proposal in a national referendum. Our coding rule is to assign anMP
to the ruling coalition if he was allied with the governing party either
before or after the party system shake-up. This implies that our
estimates should be taken as a lower bound on the effect of mem-
bership in the ruling coalition. InOnlineAppendixFwe show that our
results are robust to analyzing patterns of project placement before
and after the reshuffling of party allegiances.
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prior term (although not via the CDF program, which
did not exist until 2003), so the need for additional
projects in their areasof strongest supportmaybe lower.
This would imply a negative relationship between the
number of prior terms served and the association
between political support and project placement.

Characteristics of the Electoral Contest That
Brought the MP to Power

The second set of factors that might affect political
targeting relate to the characteristics of the electoral
contest that brought theMP to power. The first of these
is the closeness of the election. If theMPwon by a small
margin, then he is likely to feel vulnerable and to be
extremely strategic inhowhedeployshisCDFfunds.To
the extent that he believes that favoring his supporters
will increase his chances of re-election, this should
generate a strong association between past support and
project placement. If his margin of victory in the last
electionwas comfortable, on theotherhand,hemay feel
hecanwinre-electionwithout focusingoverly closelyon
rewarding his past supporters with CDF spending,
leading to a weaker relationship between past levels of
support andproject placement. Indeed, as themargin of
victory increases beyond a certain point, the distinction
between supporters and opponents evaporates (since
everyone is a supporter) and it becomes impossible
to discriminate between the two in the allocation of
project support. For this reason, we operationalize
margin of victory as a dummy variable capturing
whether the margin of victory in 2002 was above or
below the median.

Another crucial factor is the degree towhich theMP’s
supporters and opponents are geographically segre-
gated from one another. The segregation of supporters
andopponentsmatters becauseCDFprojects arepublic
goods that benefit everyone in the vicinity of which they
are located. If we define the targeting of supporters as
providing more benefits to supporters than opponents,
then targeting is only possible when opponents and
supporters live in different places: if they live right on
top of one another, it becomes impossible to locate
projects that benefit one without also benefiting the
other.31

If we define targeting of supporters somewhat dif-
ferently, as providingbenefits to supporters irrespective
of whether these benefits are also enjoyed by oppo-
nents, then the spatial relationship between supporters
and opponents might seem not to matter: the MP can
simply put projects where his voters are and ignore
whether constituents who did not vote for himmay also
benefit. However, from the perspective of the voter
trying to infer whether the MP is making good on his
promise to reward his supporters (or the MP trying to
infer whether the people he rewarded are returning the
favor by voting for him in the next election), spatial
proximity matters quite a lot. When supporters and
opponents are living in the same place, favoritism and

the absence of favoritism (aswell asmaking goodon the
promise to vote for the MP, or not) become observa-
tionally equivalent, and this makes both halves of the
clientelist bargain more difficult to enforce.

The implication is that, irrespective of how we define
the practice, targeting is only possible (or strategi-
cally useful) when supporters and opponents are
segregated.32 Our expectation is therefore that the
constituency-level relationship between votes and
project placement should be positively associated with
segregation, which we measure using the spatial
information theory index developed by Reardon and
O’Sullivan (2004).33 The measure takes a value of one
when anMP’s supporters and opponents aremaximally
segregated from one another and a value of zero when
they are as mixed as they possibly could be given the
total distribution of partisanship.

Characteristics of the Constituency

Thethirdcategoryof factors thatmightaffect theextent to
which MPs favor their supporters relates to the charac-
teristics of the constituency in which they were elected.
One potentially salient characteristic is the constituency’s
degreeof ethnic heterogeneity.Asnotedearlier,whereas
some Kenyan electoral constituencies are highly heter-
ogeneous, many are comprised almost entirely of mem-
bers of a single ethnic community. Insofar as the impetus
to reward one’s supporters stems from ethnic-based
norms of reciprocity, and insofar as these norms are
stronger when members of one group live amongst
members of another, we might expect to find a stronger
association between project placement and political
support in more ethnically heterogeneous settings.

Alternatively, a constituency’s ethnic heterogeneity
might matter because it provides an indication of the
likelihood that voters who did not support the incum-
bent in the last election could be convinced to do so in
the future given the proper inducements. In theKenyan
context, where it is rare for voters to support candidates
affiliated with parties that are perceived to represent
other ethnic groups (Gibson and Long 2009; Posner
2007),non-coethnics arenot likely tobeconvertible into
supporters but coethnics who voted for a different
candidate in the last electionmight be.Hence, if theMP
is in a constituencywhere non-supporters are coethnics,
it may be possible to win them over by locating projects
in their areas. In such a setting, we would therefore
expect to see amixed strategy, with some projects being
directed toward past supporters and some projects
being directed toward past opponents. The implication
is, again, that the association between votes in the last

31 Ichino and Nathan (2013) explore the implications of this obser-
vation for ethnic voting in Ghana.

32 Ejdemyr, Kramon, and Robinson (2018) make a similar point
regarding the spatial segregation of coethnics.
33 An additional expectation (which follows from the greater inde-
terminacy inconstituencieswith lowsegregation) is thatweshouldfind
a stronger relationship between segregation and the association
between votes and project placement if we restrict our sample to
constituencies where segregation is relatively high. Notwithstanding
the fact that truncating the sample in this way attenuates the rela-
tionship, we find that the relationship is indeed stronger in the
restricted sample (see Table G4 in the Online Appendix).
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election and project placement should be weaker in
homogeneous than in heterogeneous constituencies.

Another potentially salient characteristic is the
degree to which the constituency’s population is geo-
graphically clustered. As we saw in Figure 3, the vast
majority of areas in Kenya are unpopulated. But the
ways in which people are spread over space varies
considerably fromconstituency toconstituency, and this
matters a lot for anMP’s ability to target his supporters,
largely because of its mechanical effect on segregation.
When a constituency’s population is spread broadly
over space, it is possible for supporters to be located in
one area and opponents in another. However, when a
constituency’s population is highly clustered in one
area, supporters and opponents are necessarily close
together, so segregationwill be low.34Hence, we expect
the association between votes and project placement to
be negatively related to population clustering. We
measure population clustering in terms of relative
entropy, whichweoperationalize by comparing the grid
square-level populations we observe in each con-
stituency with the hypothetical situation in which the
population was evenly distributed across all grid
squares. High values of our measure imply tight

clustering of people across space, whereas low values
imply a more even distribution.

Cross-Constituency Results

We test these various expectations in Table 3 in speci-
fications both with and without province-level fixed
effects. The dependent variable is the constituency-level
conditional association between project placement
and the number of supporters in the last election, as
depicted in the last column of Figure 5. We address
each categoryof explanation separately in columns 1–6
and then combine them together in a pooled model in
columns 7–9.35 In these regressions, all continuous

TABLE 3. Explaining the Relationship Between Project Placement and Residual Support

Dependent variable:

Coefficient of project placement and residual support

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Female 20.16** 20.15** 20.16** 20.17** 20.19***
(0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Member of ruling coalition 20.05** 20.08*** 20.07*** 20.08*** 20.08***
(0.02) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Incumbent 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)

Margin of victory (2002) 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Segregation of supporters 0.14** 0.16** 0.12* 0.16** 0.28***
(0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.10)

Ethnic heterogeneity 20.22 0.08 0.06 0.20 0.17
(0.36) (0.48) (0.36) (0.47) (0.46)

Population clustering 20.03 20.03 20.06*** 20.06* 20.06*
(0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Margin of victory 3 segregation 20.26*
(0.14)

Constant 0.04** 0.05 20.01 20.002 0.01 20.01 0.02 0.04 0.04
(0.02) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.02) (0.04) (0.04)

Province FE No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes
Observations 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196 196
R2 0.06 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.13 0.15
Adjusted R2 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.002 0.01 20.01 0.08 0.07 0.08

Notes: *p,0.1; **p,0.05; ***p,0.01.ModelsareestimatedusingOLS,withprovincefixedeffectsasnoted.Thedependentvariable is the
constituency-level conditionalassociationbetweenprojectplacementand thenumberof supporters in the lastelection, asdepicted in the last
column of Figure 5.

34 The relationshipbetweenclusteringand segregationbecomesmore
complex, however, when the constituency’s population is clustered in
multiple centers.

35 A reasonable criticism of our approach here is that the estimates in
Table 3 do not account for the fact that our outcome variable is an
estimated coefficient with a standard error. Following Lewis and
Linzer (2005), we account for this both by using heteroscedasticity-
consistent standard errors and by implementing a weighted least
squares model in which the weights are one over the standard error,
which causes more uncertain estimates to be down-weighted in the
analysis. In both of these additional analyses (included in Online
Appendix F), the signs and magnitudes of the results are unchanged.
More importantly, for themost important findings on segregation and
population clustering, the results remain statistically significant.
However, for the results on the female indicator and the interaction
between segregation and vote margin, the results fall above the
standard 10% threshold.
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covariates are divided by two standard deviations in
order to facilitate direct comparisonwith dichotomous
covariates (Gelman 2008).

Turning first to the candidate’s own characteristics
(rows 1–3), we find that the association between votes
and project placement is weaker in constituencies with
female MPs. Although this result is consistent with the
claim in the literature that female politicians are less
clientelistic than male politicians, we caution that the
result is driven by a very small number of femaleMPs in
our sample—just six.Moreover, all of these femaleMPs
are politicians with national-level reputations for whom
the regular rules of political behavior may not apply.
Hence we hesitate to draw general conclusions about
the systematic impact of gender on political favoritism
from these results.

Membership in the ruling party is associated in all of
our specifications with lower levels of targeting of
supporters, likely because members of the ruling party
have access to other sources of funding to distribute,
which weakens their need to rely on the strategic
allocation of CDF resources. MPs who had previously
served in office, however, are nomore likely to channel
resources to their supporters. This is perhaps due to the
offsetting effects of greater experience and lesser need
to reward one’s supporters due to distributions made
during prior terms.

Looking next at the characteristics of the race that
brought the MP to power (rows 4 and 5), we find,
somewhat surprisingly, that MPs elected in closer races
are nomore likely to reward their supporters than those
elected in more lopsided contests (although, as we
discuss below, theMP’smargin of victory has important
conditional effects). Targeting of supporters is, how-
ever, strongly associatedwithwhetherornot supporters
are spatially segregated from non-supporters. In
keeping with the expectations outlined earlier, we find
that the constituency-level association between votes
and project placement is higher where segregation is
higher. This is an important finding (and one that we
emphasize is only possible to estimate given our fine-
grained measures of both the distribution of political
supporters and the locations of CDF projects).

Turningnext to the characteristics of the constituency
(rows 6 and 7), we find no evidence that ethnic heter-
ogeneity is related to the degree of partisan targeting.
But we do find (at least in the pooled model) that tar-
geting is more likely where people are less spatially
clustered. As explained above, this is likely because
population clustering is mechanically correlated with
segregation: only if people are not all living in the same
place is it possible for supporters and opponents to be
spatially segregated from one another.

In column 9, we investigate the interactive effects of
segregation andmargin of victory.Although analytically
distinct, there is reason tobelieve that these twovariables
may interact in important ways. As we have argued,
segregation is a necessary condition for targeting one’s
supporters. But if the margin of victory is large, the MP
may not have incentives to target. This explains the
negative signon the interactionbetween segregationand
margin of victory. The interpretation of the results is that

the general effect of segregation doubles in con-
stituencies where the margin of victory is very small but
goes to zero in constituencies where the incumbent won
in a landslide. MPs target their supporters in con-
stituencieswhere theyhave both the strongest incentives
and the greatest ability to do so.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we use a new dataset on the locations of
CDF projects in Kenya to explore whetherMPs reward
their supporters.Using spatialmodeling techniques and
fine-grained geo-referenced data on election results,
population density, poverty rates, ethnic demographics,
and the locations of roads, we find only weak evidence
that MPs channel projects disproportionately to areas
inhabited by their political supporters, once we have
controlled for other factors that affect where projects
are placed. This finding presents a challenge to the
conventionalwisdomabout the centrality of clientelistic
transfers inKenya, andof theuseof theCDFprogram in
particular as a vehicle for MPs to direct resources to
their supporters (Cheeseman 2009). It suggests that
some of the partisan patterns we think we see in the
distribution of public resources in Kenya—and likely in
other settings—may in fact be driven by underlying
correlations between partisanship and other factors.

However, notwithstanding this general result, we find
evidence for significant cross-constituency variation
within Kenya. A major contribution of the paper is to
explain this variation—and, in so doing, to underscore
that different local conditions generate different incen-
tives and opportunities for the strategic allocation of
politicalgoods.Ourmost importantfinding inthisrespect
is the critical role played by electoral geography, which
we show provides a key structural constraint on the
ability of political actors to play the game of distributive
politics. We demonstrate that the spatial segregation
of supporters and opponents conditions an MP’s ability
to reward the people who voted for him in the last
electionvia thedistributionofCDFprojects.Thisfinding
suggests that future theory development on distributive
politics—both in Africa and in the discipline more
broadly—must consider how politicians select strategies
based on such fundamental geographic constraints,
rather than assuming that distributive strategies involv-
ing local public goods are available to all.

Our analysis also highlights both the payoffs and the
challenges to studying distributive politics with fine-
grained spatial data. On the one hand, high reso-
lutiondata allows for an investigation of processes (such
as project-level targeting and the role of segregation in
facilitating such targeting) that research using aggre-
gatedmeasures is unable to address.On the other hand,
high resolution data confronts researchers with infer-
ential challenges stemming from the fact that, in most
settings, the vast majority of units are likely to be
uninhabited, and the resulting collinearity in any
measures that depend on the presence of human pop-
ulations. As higher resolution spatial data become
increasingly common in the social sciences, tests of
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theory will encounter the fundamental indeterminacies
drivenby this collinearity.Thesearenotproblemseasily
overcome with statistical fixes. Rather, careful con-
textual analyses that define the conditions under which
targeting can take place should be considered as central
to such theory testing.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

To view supplementary material for this article, please
visit https://doi.org/10.1017/S0003055418000709.

Replication materials can be found on Dataverse at:
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/CFTMK2.
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